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First Aid to the Fore
Last month we reported on the award presented to a Canalside
bowler for saving the life of a fellow bowler using resuscitation
techniques learnt two months earlier in a First Aid training course.
Following lobbying from some clubs the Association has set up an
initial Everyday First Aid training session and is now inviting bowlers
to register to attend.
The two-hour session will include:
- helping someone who is having a heart attack
- helping someone who is having a stroke
- helping an unresponsive person who is breathing
- helping an unresponsive person who is not breathing
This session will be led by
the British Red Cross and
will be the first of a number
if the demand is there. It
takes place at Paddock I&C
from 10am to 12noon on
Wednesday
19
April.
Numbers for each session
are limited to 15 and
applications to attend are
now invited.
Applicants do not need any
relevant experience, in fact
it is assumed that you don’t
have any, but do want to
improve their ability to
respond to any medical
emergency whether it be
on a bowling green, a
number 213 bus or in your
home. If you are interested
but can’t make that date then please indicate accordingly to
provide some guidance on likely future demand.
It would be great if each team had two trained First Aiders.
Application to attend can only be done by dropping an email to
jefftheref2000@yahoo.co.uk providing your name and Veteran’s
bowling club name. Closing date for applications is 12 April. No-one
opts to be put in a life-saving position but if you are, could you
respond and help that person and maybe save their life?
SUBSCRIBE/UNSUBSCRIBE at www.hdvba.co.uk/Newsletter.htm
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REMEMBER

All matches in 2017

start at 1:30pm
----------------Will you be the
one who forgets?

Right Club Representatives the new season is almost upon us and
anything you have failed to prepare and organise will shortly come
home for all to see. This is your catch-all reminder of what you
should have done before the season starts:
-

Check that all your bowlers are registered on Bowlsnet
Check that you have enough Record Cards if posting results
Check that you have circulated fixture lists to all your bowlers
Advertise the Individual & Pairs Knock-Out competitions
Confirm to all bowlers that all matches start at 1:30pm
Check who your Starred Bowlers are for the new season
Check your team knock-out draws and inform all bowlers
Check when your green is being used as a neutral venue
Advertise to all the First Aid Training session on 19 April
Test you still can remember your Bowlsnet password

I’m sure that you can add some internal club duties to this list but
if you do find yourself behind with any key tasks then please
contact the League and we will do our very best to help you. To
aid you in making the right contact here are the prime areas of
responsibility for our three secretaries:
John Hoyle (General Secretary):
League Rules, meetings and formal correspondence.
Jeff Jacklin (League Secretary):
Fixtures, Starred Bowlers, Bowlsnet and HDVBA websites.
David Sykes (Competition Secretary):
All matters re team and individual knock-out competitions,
including handicaps and neutral greens.
All Club Representatives are reminded that you only have a few
days left to complete any bowler transfers for the 2017 season.
Any new bowler you need to register who was registered with
another HDVBA club last season must be registered before the start
of the new season. In-season transfers are only permitted with the
permission of the Management Committee. Bowlers who weren't
registered with a club in the HDVBA last season can be registered
at any time as can bowlers upon reaching the qualifying age of 62.

Bowlsnet
After all the work that has gone into updating every bowler’s
registration details on Bowlsnet, clubs no longer have direct
access to amend these. All new bowler registrations, transfers
and detail amendments have to be submitted to the League
Secretary to be included.
There is one change to the system that could affect clubs that
use the system to provide their weekly results in to the League.
Any user with a password of less than 6 characters will now need
to add a ‘9’ to the end of their password to gain access. It only
affects those with passwords of less than 6 characters.
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Fantasy Bowls League
FANTASY LEAGUE
£120 PRIZE FUND
WINNER: £60
2nd: £25
3rd: £15
KO1 WINNER: £10
KO2 WINNER: £10
£5 Well-Bowled Sales
Voucher to every entrant
and a free raffle entry
for two prizes of bottles
of wine.

FREE ENTRY

Entries are going well for this year’s Fantasy Bowls League with
numbers up on last year’s 33 entries and just a week still to go
before the closing date. The 2017 competition is bigger and
better than ever! Prize money has gone up from £50 last year
to £120 this time around with prizes for the top three in the end
of season table and also for the winners of the two KO
competitions we will be running later in the year.
Not only is it free to enter for
all HDVBA bowlers but this year
we are giving every entrant a
free £5 Sales Voucher which is
valid with our Fantasy League
sponsor
Well-Bowled
of
Luddendenfoot
when
you
spend £30 with them. If that
isn’t enough to entice you to
enter, every entrant also goes
into a raffle with two prizes of
bottles of wine (courtesy of
David Union).
All you have to do is select a
team in each of the seven
Sections of the HDVBA Leagues.
Every point your teams win
through the season goes to your
Fantasy League total. Most
points wins the dosh, Easy
Peasy.

2016 Fantasy League winner,
Mel Walker, spends his £50
Sales Voucher with Well-Bowled.

We are very grateful to Well-Bowled of Luddendenfoot for their
continuing support of this great competition. Weekly reviews
on our website will keep you up to date with your selections
performance. Every week you will find yourself searching out a
key result in each of our Sections, it’s great fun. Entries are
open now and you can amend your selections as many times as
you like before the closing time of 11:00am on Monday 3 April
which is the start date of our League fixtures.

Knock-Out Times
2017 K.O. PRIZE FUND
(to be confirmed)

Rose Bowl - £440
Over-70’s - £280
Over-80’s - £180
Pairs KO - £300
LD Trophy - £115
TOTAL = £1,315

All our Individual and Pairs Knock-Out competitions are now open
for business and awaiting your entries. There is something for
everyone with the prestigious Rose Bowl heading the list and open
to every bowler in the League. For those with less serious
aspirations the Lower Division’s Trophy is a most worthwhile
competition for those bowlers in Sections A, B, 3 (non-starred
bowlers), 4 and 5. The Pairs KO is always well supported and with
entry fees of £1.50 per bowler then it is affordable for all. Big
prize money as well, look at the prize fund alongside. Our HDVBA
website online entry form makes entering easy as well. Enter Now.
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New Scoring System being Debated
REMEMBER

All matches in 2017

start at 1:30pm
----------------Will you be the
one who forgets?

The HDVBA Discussion Board has picked up on a subject mentioned
at the March meeting of the Management Committee when
reference was made to an alternative scoring system being used
by a neighbouring League for all our League matches. Whilst the
Management Committee have noted the system there is no move
currently to change our scoring methods but that hasn’t deterred
the debaters who are always on the lookout for new and
controversial topics to kick around.
Basically this alternative system awards points based on each
match score where the winning bowler would score 5points for his
team whilst a 21-20 defeat would also score 4 points for the losing
bowler; a loss to 15-19 would give the losing bowler 3 points; a
loss to 10-14 would give the losing bowler 2 points; a loss to 5-9
would give the losing bowler 1 point and losses below 5 would get
no points.
The advantages are seen as retaining interest for both bowlers
right through the game even if it is very one-sided as the losing
bowler still has the opportunity to win team points right until the
final end. The problem being touted include that it is too
complicated and demands more change which our bowlers are not
keen on (is that true?). Follow the full debate and add your opinion
on the HDVBA Discussion Board.

In Short
The Annual Club Raffle will be drawn on Monday 15 May.
Ian Kinloch of Lindley Liberal Club has joined the HDVBA
Management Committee. Two vacancies are still available.
The BCGBA has awarded medical dispensation to a Paddock bowler
to use smaller and lighter woods than is standard.
The 2017 HDVBA Handbook is now available and the first error has
been spotted. Please amend the Treasurer’s telephone number on
page 5 (twice) to 303259.
Fantasy Bowls League closing date for entries is 11:00am on
Monday 3 April.

MAY NEWSLETTER
If you have registered to receive
the monthly Newsletter then
the May 2017 issue should be
arriving in your email inbox by
THURSDAY 28 APRIL
Register on www.hdvba.co.uk

Draws for the early rounds of the Pairs, Over-70s and Over-80s
Knock-Out competitions will be made at the Management
Committee meeting on 15 May. The closing date for entries for
these three competitions is Saturday 13 May.
Closing date for entries for the Rose Bowl and Lower Divisions
Trophy is Saturday 27 May.
Inter-District Trials Day: 1pm Friday 21 April at Lindley BC. Anyone
with aspirations to play for the Inter-District team and aged 65 or
over is welcome to join in this start of season session.
In case anyone is in any doubt the 2017 6-Man season starts on
Monday 3 April for all our teams (except Hemplow).
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2017 Predictions
Once again the HDVBA Webmaster has stuck his neck
out by publishing all his selections to win honours or
get relegated for the coming season. Flushed with
the success of finding three of the 2016 Section
winners and also three of the Runners-Up but only
correctly forecasting two of the teams to be
relegated, he once again puts his head above the
turret and expects to be humiliated and taunted by
bowlers of the teams he has discarded in his thinking.
He also knows that many have been waiting for these
predictions before submitting their Fantasy League
entries and they are very wise to do so as his choices
last year would have won 2nd prize in our unique
competition. So here is a copy of the reasoning and
choices Section-by-Section for 2017.

SECTION 1
Well it’s a forgone conclusion isn’t it – Lockwood
Cons to win the Section 1 Championship for a fourth
consecutive season? They’ve increased their lead
and points total each year and have totally dominated
Veteran’s League bowling since 2013. In the League
averages last year they had three of the top four
singles bowlers and two of the top five pairs players.
They won the Team KO and their bowlers lifted the
Rose Bowl and Pairs titles last year. So with all that
evidence it is going to be a brave man (or a fool, or
both) to bet against them. Not me that is for sure and
80% of the Fantasy League teams include them in
their selections. But wait – they lost two of their final
three home games last season including to relegated
Thongsbridge A, hardly the form of invincibles surely.
Could that be the first crack in their armour? No
chance they were just winding down and were so
relaxed having already clinched the title by then and
swopping single and pairs bowlers around in an endof-season celebration. Nothing to offer any
encouragement to the chasing pack.
Last year I tipped Lockwood Cons to win the title and
Clayton West to chase them home ahead of
Netherton Cons. Well Netherton surprisingly
imploded and dropped right out of contention and
Milnsbridge BC had a resurgence of form which saw
them finish as runners-up and lift the Bistro. Does that
mean they are on the way back to the form that won
them a record five consecutive titles between 2009
and 2013? The close-season hasn’t been kind to

them and they have lost a couple of club stalwarts to
other Section 1 teams so I fear that recovery may be
halted before it has really begun. That being the case
I think that Clayton West will pose the greatest threat
to the Champions but that threat will be short lived
and it is Lockwood once again as my confident tip for
the top.
There appears to be a new order emerging as well
with the A teams from Meltham, Lindley Lib and
Marsh Utd all improving last season to take 4th, 5th
and 6th places and it will be interesting to see which
of them can maintain that development to push on to
the next level. All had identical 3-10 away records last
year and any change in the order may be determined
by the ones who can improve on that. Of these I fancy
Lindley Lib to progress best, don’t know why other
than they are improving at a rate of knots after
promotion two years ago and seem to be a team on
the up.
The real surprise last year was Netherton finishing 52
points behind the leaders after only being 8 points
adrift the previous year and dropping from runners-up
to ninth. Nearer the bottom than the top and I have no
idea what the future holds for them but they certainly
cannot afford a similar drop in fortunes again this year.
I think they have too many good bowlers to end up in
the relegation dogfight but that drop last year must be
a worry for them. Waterloo also had a poor year by
their standards and will need to reform their ways if
they are to retain their mid-table position where
Elland are likely to end up once again after taking
eighth place for the last two years.
I really like the look of the two promoted teams,
Rastrick and Almondbury BC A and expect them both
to consolidate their top tier status this year. Golcar Lib
duly obliged on my tip for them to be involved in the
relegation battle last season however I think they
have recruited well in the close season and whilst I
don’t see them returning yet to the glory days of the
mid-naughties I do think they will have a better
season.
Looking downwards and I have two teams left still to
mention. Shepley and Cowcliffe were both promoted
two years ago and after bright starts to their Section
1 seasons both faded and I have them both down to
fill the relegation places this year. If I have to pick one
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to be bottom, that’s difficult but a 0-13 away record
last season for Cowcliffe puts them in poll position to
prop up the end of season table in my book.
TABLE TOPPERS AGAIN: Lockwood Cons
COWSHED CALAMATIES: Cowcliffe

SECTION 2
According to the Fantasy League tipsters this is the
most open of all of our Section with 10 of the 12 teams
being selected by one or more entrants so far. Top
choice to date is Brockholes A and there is good
reason behind that confidence. They have
strengthened well during the summer on the back of
fourth place for the last two seasons.
My boys at Kirkheaton Cons probably flattered a little
last year in finishing third with seven teams winning
more games than us and I certainly don’t intend to put
the mockers on our chances by tipping us for
promotion but you never know, we have been there
before.
My friends from Thorpe Green gave me a lot of stick
last year for tipping them for relegation especially
when they headed the table at the half-way point and
would probably appreciate me doing the same again
this year, maybe I will.
With all the off-the-green problems that Newsome
had last year it was amazing that they improved their
league position from 7th to 6th and if they have
benefitted from a year on their new green at Primrose
Hill then they could be a real force this year. Add to
that their wonderful cup run that took them to the Final
of the Rose Bowl where they were far from disgraced
in losing 101-92 to Milnsbridge A on a glorious day at
Brockholes. They are obviously capable of
performing at a higher level and may do so next year.
Looking at last year’s mid-table teams and the only
one making improvements from the previous year are
Skel Windmill A and they have been unfortunate in
losing a couple of their better players for 2017 so may
have hit the buffers on their mini-revival. Of the rest
Canalside look very vulnerable after losing their
captain and prolific winner to Brockholes and with
finishing third bottom last year are my pick to go down
this time around.

Coming down from Section 1 we have Crosland Moor
and Thongsbridge A with just one point separating
them at the foot. Team raising problems and a fivepoint penalty didn’t help the Moor’s cause and
Thongsbridge have been flirting with relegation for a
couple of years. I expect both to be in the top bunch
come the end of 2017.
Promotion from Section 3 for Linthwaite Hall and
Kirkheaton C&BC A and they were both well ahead
of the pack so a cut above the rest and worthy of
Section 2 status but are they good enough to go
straight through in to the top Section? Brockholes are
rightly entrenched as the Fantasy League top
selection but I’m going out on a limb here and pushing
Crosland Moor as my choice for the title. I know that
they have some good bowlers and as long as they
have enough of them to turn a full team out every
week I can see them having a good year.
MOOR THE MERRIER: Crosland Moor
FOOTER FODDER: Canalside A

SECTION 3
Let’s start the Section 3 preview by looking at the
also-rans from last season in that Section. Just eight
points separated the four teams finishing 3rd to 6th
and all have good reason to be optimistic about their
chances for 2017. One point between Springwood
and Milnsbridge B and just out of the promotion
places and no doubt looking forward to a good
season ahead. One point separated them in 2015 as
well when they dropped out of Section 2 together.
Lindley Lib B and Brockholes B came out of Section
4 together in 2015 and adjusted well to the higher
standard in Section 3 last year to finish creditably in
5th and 6th places. Both are obviously on an upward
trend and must be taken seriously this year. Whereas
Holmfirth
A,
Waterloo
B,
Paddock
and
Ravensknowle Park A all had lower final positions
than the previous year suggesting that they will not
be challenging for honours this season in fact I think
they are all strong contenders for the relegation
places and my foot of the table tip comes from
amongst them.
The two teams coming down from Section 2 are
Almondbury Lib and New Mill A. Both clubs have
been busy during the summer strengthening their
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squads, certainly in numbers and maybe in quality as
well. For Almondbury Lib it was a second consecutive
relegation so much work to do there to address the
balance and New Mill were 25 points behind them to
show how far off the pace they were last year. It is
difficult (for me) to see either mounting a strong
campaign to make an immediate return to the higher
level and a year of consolidation may be the best they
both can hope for. The Fantasy League tipsters don’t
quite see it like that with Almondbury Lib being the
most popular selection in Section 3 so far with 30%
of the votes which is the lowest for any top selection
in our seven sections.
Joining the Section from Section 4 we have
Slaithwaite and Bradley & Colne both bouncing
straight back after relegation the previous year. Both
look comfortable mid-table finishers to me as they
settle into this higher level of competition.
I’m making a bit of a speculative punt in backing
Springwood to continue their improved form to take
top spot whilst Ravensknowle Park A get my
downward vote this year after escaping relegation
last year by a single point.
WINNERS: Springwood
LOSERS: Ravensknowle Park A

SECTION 4
Three Section 4 teams had 11-0 home records last
season and two of those teams are still in that
Section this year and both have to be taken seriously.
The Rugby Club and Marsden Park finished 3rd and
4th with those unbeaten home records being major
factors and only poor away form limited their push for
promotion. For the Rugby Club with a 12-1 home
record in 2015 as well it is clear that their abysmal
away form (5 wins in the last two seasons) is solely
responsible for their lack of challenge at the top of the
table. Until they show some semblance of success
on those trips I cannot see them claiming the top spot
this year. That goes against the trend as no less than
55% of the Fantasy League Section 4 selections are
for the Rugby Club which is the second highest of any
of the Sections to make them a strong favourite,
except in my book.

There is a case to support Marsden Park this year.
Only relegated two years ago because of the league
reorganisation and a creditable 4th last year behind
two other relegated teams. No team will win a title just
by winning all their home games they need to pick up
points on the road as well. That away form worries
me and it has to improve if they are to be taken
seriously as title contenders. Maybe it will.
Thongsbridge B appear to be in a downward spiral
with last year’s 6th place finish following a final third
place the previous year so I am not prepared to back
them this time around. Similar for Meltham C down
from 4th in 2015 to 7th last year doesn’t give me any
confidence about a promotion push this time around.
Skel Windmill B consolidated in mid-table after their
earlier relegation and need to be watched and could
have an interesting season ahead of them.
Coming down are Netherton Con B and Almondbury
BC B who were just one point short of safety last
backend and could be a real threat this year.
Whereas Netherton Con B seem to be dropping like
a stone after a comfortable mid-table Section 3 finish
in 2015 to 23 points short of safety last year it doesn’t
make for positive reading. Almondbury had the best
away record in the bottom half of Section 3 last year
so there is obviously some potential hidden in there
but is it enough to overhaul the Rugby Club? It’s a
close call but I am hedging towards Almondbury BC
B to bounce straight back by winning the Section 4
title this year.
Only the two relegated teams had worse away
records than Golcar Lib B and David Brown Sports
last season so I fear they are in for long hard
campaign this time around. The two promoted teams,
Marsh Utd B and Lindley BC B have momentum but
little else to justify promotion hopes again in my
opinion and after deriding their chances last season
I can hardly hold them up as shining examples this
season. In fact I am going to do something really
stupid and spiteful and tip Marsh Utd to finish bottom
for a second time and maybe they will once again do
the dirty on me. I am sure that they will be delighted
to receive my confident vote once again this year!
CHAMPS ELECT: Almondbury BC B
GOING DOWN AGAIN: Marsh Utd B
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LAST YEAR – TOP TIPS
TIP

OUTCOME

1

Lockwood Cons

Champions

2

Almondbury BC A

Runners-up

3

Linthwaite Hall

Champions

4

Bradley & Colne

Runners-up

5

Outlane

4th of 12

A

Longwood

Champions

B

Farnley Tyas

Runners-up

SECTION 5
Where to start with Section 5 my annus horribilis of
last year! Fancy Marsh Utd B winning the Section
after I tipped them to finish bottom, how inconsiderate
of them. I had good reason to as well as only ‘goal
average’ had saved them from bottom place the year
before and the shake-up of the Sections saw 6 teams
coming down from Section 4. They had no right to win
that Section and my confidence about this Section is
completely shot. However I picked Outlane last year
to do the business and they duly won 17 of their 22
league matches, exactly the same number as the
promoted two but could only manage fourth place.
The Fantasy League tipsters are showing
overwhelming support for them for the coming
season so do I stay loyal and tip them again?
Let’s look at the alternatives with Canalside B again
a strong contender after their 3rd place finish last year
after unfortunately dropping a Section as part of the
2016 reorganisation of Sections. The two teams
coming down this year have to be factored in as well
but both had such dramatic falls from their previous
safe mid-Section 4 positions to be well adrift at the
foot of the table that they appear to be in a really bad
place at present so I am going to discount them both
from the title race.
Holmfirth B was the Fantasy League tipsters top
Section 5 selection last year but that confidence
proved unfounded as they finally finished in the
bottom half and I see no reason why that should
improve. Denby Dale may be about to take off after
consolidating their position after relegation in 2015
but then again they may not! Greenhead Park are
definitely on the upward path and I expect to see them

improve on last year’s 6th place but maybe not
enough to worry the main contenders.
So make-your-mind-up-time for top place and I keep
coming back to Outlane and Canalside B. The SubTeam KO success enjoyed by Outlane last year may
have improved their confidence but even with all that
success they still finished behind Canalside B who
are going to carry the burden of my vote for 2017.
Looking downwards and the team raising difficulties
experienced by New Mill B and Elland B contributed
to their bottom two finishes last season. Elland failed
to field a full team in 13 of their 22 league fixtures and
received a yellow card from the Management
Committee so cannot afford to have the same
experience again. New Mill got their act together midseason but still too late to improve their position.
Ravensknowle Park seem to be an improving team
but Kirkheaton C&BC B are going in the opposite
direction and I think they will only be spared bottom
spot by New Mill B my tip for the final place this year
but what do I know and you can now fully expect them
to run away with the title!
TABLE TOPPERS: Canalside B
CRASH CONTENDERS: New Mill B

LAST YEAR – BOTTOM TIPS
TIP

OUTCOME

1

Shepley

10th of 14

2

Thorpe Green

5th of 14

3

Almondbury BC B

11th of 12

4

Lowerhouses

Bottom

5

Marsh Utd B

Champions

A

Oakfield T&BC

6th of 12

B

Greenhead Park

Bottom

SECTION A
If you are looking for a Banker bet then this is the one
to put your mortgage on - Longwood to win Section A
for the fourth consecutive year. Just one defeat last
year, away to nearest challengers Lockwood Cons,
otherwise an unblemished record. Then they have
added to their squad this close-season with another
newly qualified Veteran from their parent club so I
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fully expect them to widen the gap over the chasing
pack.
Lockwood Cons are likely to continue to lead that
pack and if they get over the habit of losing to anyone
other than Longwood then they can mount a serious
challenge but I don't see that happening. A good run
in the Julie Fuller Trophy may be the extent of their
ambitions this year and being drawn in the opposite
half to Longwood should set up a top-two Final.
The trio in the supporting positions, Shepley A,
Brockholes A and Clayton West, seem to rotate the
next positions amongst themselves each year and
that is likely to continue although Oakfield could break
up that cosy scenario. They were the surprise team
last year after only getting promoted due to Canalside
folding. However they were the most successful of
the three promoted teams with Newsome and
Meltham involved in a relegation battle which
Meltham duly lost. Maybe the Newsome name
change (to Primrose Hill Lib) will signal a change in
fortune. Their Julie Fuller Trophy exploits of last
season were remarkable and despite losing in the
Final (to Longwood of course) they showed their
potential.

have expected them to bounce straight back up if
they were up for it but a mid-table finish may mean
they are on the decline. Shepley B moved up to 4th
from 8th in 2015 so are an improving team as are
Holmfirth who had the best away record of that group
of four teams and were much improved on the
previous season. Hemplow gained one more point
than they did the previous season so appear to have
peaked in 5th place. Then you have to factor in the
two teams relegated last year, Crosland Moor and
Meltham. The Moor will need to resolve their team
raising difficulties before they can be considered as
strong contenders but they obviously have the talent
if they can field a full team every week and the new
Starred Bowler rules will certainly help them. Meltham
are back in the Section they won promotion from 2
years ago and could be worth a punt.
The last new team to enter Section B won it.
Milnsbridge were the new boys last season and we
have another new entry this year - Lindley BC. The
Fantasy League tipsters like the look of their fortunes
although Skel Windmill is the favourite selection so
far. I struggle to talk up Lindley BC's chances I'm
afraid but if they put some of their experienced
bowlers to match their new bowlers then they could
do very well. I'm tempted to go with the form and
choose Skel Windmill as my pick for 2017 but will
instead look for Meltham to prove that their promotion
of 2015 was well earned and that they can do it again.

More interestingly at the bottom is the battle to retain
Section A status for 2018. Milnsbridge BC look the
best of the two promoted teams leaving Farnley Tyas
to contest it out with Almondbury Lib, Paddock and
Primrose Hill with any two from four the probable
outcome. I tipped Farnley to win Section B last year
but now fear for their continuing involvement in the
top flight.

At the foot of the table Greenhead Park look well off the
pace I'm afraid and their 2016 points total was less than
half that of their nearest rivals so they will need to have a
massive improvement to get out of finishing bottom again.

FOUR-IN-A-ROW: Longwood
DROP DOOMED: Farnley Tyas

CHAMPIONS-IN-WAITING: Meltham
WOODEN SPOONERS: Greenhead Park

SECTION B
We end our look at the season ahead in Section B of
the 6-Man League where Skel Windmill are the
logical selection to head the table at the end of the
new season but are they good enough to do it? They
finished 3rd last year and were 13 points clear of the
4th placed team. A 10-1 home record augurs well for
the future as well.
Behind them came a pack of four teams, Shepley B,
Hemplow, Golcar Lib and Holmfirth, separated by just
four points and it is difficult to separate them. Golcar
Lib were relegated the previous season and I would

2017 PREDICTIONS SUMMARY
CHAMPIONS

BOTTOM

1

Lockwood Cons

Cowcliffe

2

Crosland Moor

Canalside A

3

Springwood

Ravensknowle Park A

4

Almondbury BC B

Marsh Utd B

5

Canalside B

New Mill B

A

Longwood

Farnley Tyas

B

Meltham

Greenhead Park
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